HILL CUTS LOOSE FROM HARRIMAN

Jockeying to Make Him Sell Stock in Two Northern Roads.

BIG BONANZA AT STAKE

Sale of immensely Valuable One Per Cent Bond in Northern Pacific Creditor's Trust for Almost Announced.

NEW YORK, Dec. 26—(Special)—It has been one of the bazaar deals that J. C. Hill will ever have touched. It may well be one of the last, for the promoter has now committed suicide.

Hill, who has been selling street cars, and railroad securities for years, has made a few deals that have carried the public. But now, he is out of the selling game, according to the Times.

The deal is to sell the remaining 55,000 or so Northern Pacific stock to a New York corporation called the Northern Pacific Securities Trust Company. This corporation will sell the stock to the public after paying off the bondholders and paying Hill.

Hill was a director of the Northern Pacific last year, and this may have had something to do with his suicide, according to the Times.

Hill, a well-known promoter, has done a lot of business in the past few years, and has been very successful. He is said to have made a fortune in the past few years, and has been very successful. He is said to have made a fortune in the past few years, and has been very successful.

But $100 More Hours of Active Shopping Remain Before the Economy Orders That Go Hand in Hand with the Eventual, Une Annual Clearance Sales Realized in Retail House Will Have Passed into History. Ten More Days of Strangely Busy Shopping Remains in the Retail House, Etc. Exceptional Sales Attraction Plans Are Planned for Today—Ready—

We Set the Bargain Pot a Boiling Early Today!

Extra Special! 8 to 11 A.M. Only

In the Silk and Dress Goods Salons

Fifth Street Jones—First Floor

14-DORE BLACK CHEESE CREEPS DE COOK YARD.

24-inches all pure silk black Crepe de Chine, very rich sky and emerald green, at the regular price of $5.50 per yard, special at 8 to 11 A.M., today only.

$3.65

A Special Sale of Lamps, Glassware and China

Hanging Lamps, with decorated globe and vase in brass. Radiant 3-drawer light fixture, spring extension, $3.50 special.

Table Lamps, with globe shades: one each, $3.25.

Dinner Sets, special at...

Bottles, wine coolers, etc., each...

Glassware, Dresden, with navy pattern...

CLARITIE

This House Tissue Tissues over 50 cents, value.

Thin Tissue Towels, banded, 50 cents.

Thin Towel, embroidered, Special...

Flannel, fancy designs, each 50 cents, special...

Flannel,特, Special...

Flannel, 30 cents each, special...

Flannel, 30 cents each, special...

Flannel, 30 cents each, special...

Special,

$0.70

Domestic Economies

That Away Today's Shoppers in the Home Shop and Domestic Commerce—Pince-Fils.

Deals popularly known as "Pince-Fils"—that are in actual fact a variety of "Fils," are played with in all parts of the world. They are played with in all parts of the world.

The game consists of a number of cards, each representing a different number of "Fils." The object of the game is to collect as many "Fils" as possible by playing cards with the highest and lowest numbers.

The game is played by two or more players who take turns drawing cards from a pack or a closed deck. Each player must draw a card, and then must play it, if possible, to the highest card played by the player to their left. If no higher card can be played, the player must draw from the deck. The first player to reach a certain number of "Fils" wins the game.

In the United States, the game is played with a pack of 52 cards, each representing a different number of "Fils." The game is played in a variety of ways, and is often used as a way to teach children about basic mathematical concepts.

The game has a long history, and is believed to have originated in China. It is believed that the name "Fils" is a corruption of the Chinese word for "piece," which refers to the smallest unit of currency in many countries.
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